Reliability study of the Leg-O-Meter, an improved tape measure device, in patients with chronic venous insufficiency of the leg. VEINES Group.(Venous Insufficiency Epidemiologic and Economic Study).
The objective of this study was to evaluate the inter-rater reliability of the Leg-O-Meter, an instrument designed to measure the ankle or calf circumference. The Leg-O-Meter consists of a tape measure fixed to a stand attached to a small board on which the patient is in standing position. For this study the tape measure of the Leg-O-Meter was fixed at 10 cm from the board in order to standardize all measurements. Informed consent to participate in the study was obtained from 39 patients consulting the phlebology clinic of Hôpital St-Michel, Paris, France. Participants were asked to enter a closed room where four independent and blinded observers consecutively took measurements of both legs with the Leg-O-Meter. The order of the observers was randomized between patients. Under the assumption of a two-way random effects model an intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was used to determine the reliability or reproducibility of a measure with the Leg-O-Meter. The overall reliability coefficient calculated by the ICC for the right and left leg were estimated at 97.09% [95.52%;100%]95% and 97.08% [95.86%;100%]95%, respectively. The authors conclude that the Leg-O-Meter gives a standardized and reliable measure of the circumference of the ankle. Furthermore, it is not invasive or costly.